The New Heart Gallery Exhibit

The Heart Gallery is a portrait exhibit presented by the Massachusetts Adoption Resource Exchange (MARE) since 2005. Professional and amateur photographers across the Commonwealth volunteer their time and talent to create inspiring images of children waiting in foster care to find a place to call home.

The new Heart Gallery exhibit keeps touch with our traditional display but now has a bold, modern touch. This multimedia display now includes stories of adoption, special issue highlights, and a clean digital display that features the wonderful children of the Heart Gallery.

Displaying the Heart Gallery

The Heart Gallery exhibit can be presented in public spaces, corporate and office settings and in community gathering spaces across the state. MARE’s Heart Gallery plays an important role in raising awareness about adoption from foster care and connecting families to adoption.

Are you or your business interested in hosting the Heart Gallery? Contact Katie Beach at katieb@mareinc.org to get started!
Dimensions: 89 inches wide, 83 & 1/2 inches high, 28 inches deep